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The Ethical Dilemma
Problem owner: PhD-student
Dilemma: You have succeeded at producing some interesting results in
your first project. Your supervisor is thrilled and wants you to submit a
paper describing your findings before the end of the year (you have one
month to do it). You think the results are promising, but are unsure of their
validity. You need to repeat the experiment at least twice and statistically
validate the data (this will take at least 3, but most likely 6 months). What
do you do?
Possible outcomes:
1. Agree with supervisor. Write paper now.
2. Disagree with supervisor. Continue with experiments.
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OLE
• A tool for evaluation with regards to
Organization
Learning
Ethics

• General
• Awareness of ethical problems
• Good start when planning a new project
• Identifies potential risks
• Encourages the search for possible answers to potential problems
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OLE
• Relevant questions:
Whose problem is it?
Who is affected?
How are parties affected?
Which interests are at stake?
What will you do to minimize problems?
Solution to our dilemma:
Weigh all the risks and decide whether to publish or not.
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AT
• Encourages Autonomous Thinking
• Critical searching for answers
• Identifies possibilities and risks
• Easy to grasp
• Good overview of the problem
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AT
Autonomous
Thinking

Outcome 2
1

All principles, values, interests, duties, feelings, needs of all involved parts

PhD student

Supervisor

Department

Scientific
community

Family/friends

Possibilities:
Be first
More
thorough
with a new
discovery
results
– better
Publish an article
article
Supervisor data
Validating
happy
–
Relationshipinwith
publication
a
supervisor
better
journal
great
PhD position
renewed for next
Risks:
year
Someone
publishes
Risks: article
similar
Bad results
before
and gets
– bad
all
for career
the
credit/ no
Publication at
publication
in all
a
less renowned
(articles
too
journal doing
similar),
Stressextra
more
aboutwork,
not
being sure about
supervisor
results tense
unhappy,
situation at work.

Possibilities:
Be first with
Thorough
results,
a new
discovery
better
article, better
Add an article
journal,
reputation
to the
publication list
intact
Easier to get grants
Easier to recruit new
PhD students
Risks:
Someone publishes
Risks: and gets all
before
Badcredit,
the
resultsno
– bad for
career
publication
at all
Publication in a less
renowned journal

Possibilities:
Good publicity,
publicity
easier to recruit
associated
only with
competent
good
results, better
personnel, research
publication
index,
field becomes
more
reputation
intact
attractive for
students, get more
funding from the
Risks:
government
Missing
a
Risks:
publication
Bad publicity if bad
opportunity
results, harder to
recruit competent
personnel, students
do not want to study,
less funding

Possibilities:
results can be
Good research
used by others
faster,
practice,
faith in
facilitatefrom
the the
science
accumulation
general
publicof
is
knowledge and can
preserved
lead to new
discoveries
Risks:

Possibilities: Good
results,results,
happy
Good
researcher,
happy
happy
researcher,
friendsfriends
and family
happy
and
family

Risks:
Bad results
undermine the
research field for the
general public (and
government), trust in
good research
practice is damaged

Risks:
Longer time to do
Risks:away from
work,
Bad results,
family
and friends
unhappy
for
a longer time
researcher, more
stress, more work,
unhappy family
and friends
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HA
• A comparison between using Heteronomy or Autonomy for solving the
dilemma
• Examples of heteronomous reactions
• Outcome 1: It’s the fastest way to get the supervisor off my back
• Outcome 1: This is how they do things at the department
• Outcome 2: It may damage my career!
• Outcome 1: My supervisor knows best.
• Outcome 2: My duty to the scientific community is to validate results. Good
research practice.
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HA
• Using the autonomous method, we first identify the concerned parties and
their values:
Party

Values

PhD-student (self)
Supervisor
....

Financial situation, career, science in itself, …
New results, funding, career, …

• And

then investigate how different decisions will affect these:

Financial situation of the PhD student: If I produce papers, I will have a job; if I
have a job I can provide for my family and secure my future.
Career of the PhD student: Bad results may hold me back. Other groups will not
want to work with me. It will be hard to publish new papers. However, if the results
turn out to be great, I will get an immediate career boost. It will be easy to get
research grants and everyone will want to work with me.
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EthExpert
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EthExpert
• Interesting concept, easy to use
• A combination of the other methods
• Clear to see the complexity of an ethical problem
• No capability to rate and evaluate stakeholders’ interests and relations
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